
Monday 13th July 2020

Year 1 English Lesson

LO: To proof read my work to check 
that it makes sense. 



Proof read these sentences. Decide what needs to be 
corrected.



We will continue to read the ‘Storm Whale’ and 
write our narratives from last lesson. Watch the 
video from 1 minute and 42 seconds until the end 
of the video. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CNc4jUzg228

• Alternatively, search the video title: The Storm Whale

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CNc4jUzg228


Now read the example on the next page.

What punctuation is included? 

What is good about the piece of writing?



He told stories about life on the island. The whale was an excellent 
listener. It was not long before the night was drawing in and it was 
growing dark. Noi was worried that his dad would be angry about 
having a whale in the bath. Somehow, Noi kept the secret safe all 
evening. He even managed to sneak some supper for his whale. But he 
knew it couldn’t last. Noi’s dad wasn’t angry. He had been so busy, he 
hadn’t noticed that Noi was lonely. But, he said they must take the 
whale back to the sea where he belonged. Noi knew it was the right 
thing to do, but it was hard to say goodbye. He was glad his dad was 
there with him. 

Noi often thought about the storm whale. He hoped that one day soon, 
he would seen his friend again. 

The End.



Now it’s your turn to write your own version of 
this part of the narrative. Proof read your work to 
check for missing punctuation or spelling mistakes. 
Use the success criteria and word mat to help you.



told     stories      about        life      island    whale      excellent       
listener    before  night   drawing       growing      Noi worried 
would angry      having     whale      bath       Somehow      kept     
secret       safe     evening    managed      sneak      supper     whale    

knew     couldn’t      last    wasn’t      busy      hadn’t      noticed     lonely  

said       sea      where       belonged      knew right     goodbye     there

often       thought     hoped    friend      again 





Success Criteria

• Capital letters at the beginning of sentences and for names of people, 
places, days and months.

• Full stops at the end of sentences.

• Finger spaces between words.

• Proof read your work to check for the correct punctuation and 
spelling. Use the word mat to help you.

• Include five common exception words.

• Black –everyone must do.

• Red- trickiest challenge.



Most Accessible Challenge

Add full stops and capital letters to the correct places.

he told stories about life on the island 

the whale was a great listener

soon it became night time

noi was worried that his dad would be angry

noi kept the secret safe all evening 

he sneaked some supper for his whale 



Tuesday 14th July 2020

Year 1 English Lesson

LO: To use a range of adverbs in a 
narrative.





Fill in the gaps with the correct adverbs.

Last summer          now and then              all around slowly           suddenly

_________________ I go to Newcastle to visit my cousin.

_________ a cat bolted through the cat flap.

_________________ Mya learnt how to play the guitar.

The baby stretched ________ and calmly.

There were smiles _______________ when they were opening their 
presents.



We will now read the ‘The Storm Whale in Winter
’ and write a sequel to the narratives we wrote in 
the last couple of lessons. Watch the video until 1 
minute. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PPtet0D2zHc

• Alternatively, search the video title: Read Me A Story | The Storm 
Whale in Winter by Benji Davies Read Aloud by Books Read Aloud for 
Kids

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PPtet0D2zHc


Now read the example on the next page.

Can you spot any of the adverbs that you saw 
earlier?



Noi lived with his dad and six cats by the sea. Last summer, Noi rescued 
a little whale after a storm washed it ashore. He and his dad took it 
back to the sea where it belonged, but Noi could not forget his friend. 
Now and then, he thought he caught a glimpse of the whale, it’s tail 
tipping the waves in the distance. But, it was always something else. 
Winter was setting in. All around the island, the sea slowly filled with 
ice. Noi’s dad took one last trip with his fishing boat. But when 
darkness fell that evening, his dad was still not home and Noi began to 
worry. Noi watched and waited and waited and watched. Suddenly, he 
saw something out at sea. It was his dad, it had to be!



Now it’s your turn to write your own version of 
this part of the narrative. Use the success criteria 
and word mat to help you. Include the adverbs 
which are written in red.



Noi lived       sea       Last summer,    rescued      little       whale       
after         washed ashore      where    belonged     could forget  
friend      Now and then, thought       caught      glimpse waves   
distance      always        something       else     Winter     setting 

all  around       island      sea       slowly filled       ice       one        last       
fishing       boat        darkness       evening      home      worry        
watched     waited        Suddenly, 



Success Criteria

• Capital letters at the beginning of sentences and for names of people, 
places, days and months.

• Full stops at the end of sentences.

• Finger spaces between words.

• Include adverbs.

• Include the conjunctions ‘and’ and ‘but’.

• Black –everyone must do.

• Red- trickiest challenge.



Most Accessible Challenge

Fill in the gaps with the correct adverbs.

he told stories about life on the island 

the whale was a great listener

soon it became night time

noi was worried that his dad would be angry

noi kept the secret safe all evening 

he sneaked some supper for his whale 



Fill in the gaps with the correct adverbs.

Last summer          now and then              all around slowly           suddenly

_________________ Noi thought he saw the whale.

_________ Noi saw something.

_________________ Noi found a whale laying on the shore.

The sea________ filled with ice.

There was ice _______________.

Most Accessible Challenge



Wednesday 15th July 2020

Year 1 English Lesson

LO: To attempt to use some features 
of different text types: speech in a 

narrative.



Different Names

Inverted commas can also be called:

Speech marks Quotation marks

“ ”



Beginning and End

Keep your speech marks at the beginning and

the end of the words being spoken. 

“I love vanilla ice cream” Marley said.

“ ”



Capital Letters

Begin the direct speech with a capital letter.

“What an amazing day!” he announced.

“ ”



Where would the speech marks go in these 
sentences?



We will now read the ‘The Storm Whale in 
Winter’ and write a sequel to the narratives we 
wrote in the last couple of lessons. Watch the 
video from 1 minute until 1 minute 59 seconds. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PPtet0D2zHc

• Alternatively, search the video title: Read Me A Story | The Storm Whale in 
Winter by Benji Davies Read Aloud by Books Read Aloud for Kids

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PPtet0D2zHc


Now read the example on the next page.

Underline the speech.



He counted all six cats safe inside and dashed down to the shore. Noi
dragged his boat to the water’s edge, but the sea was frozen hard. 

‘I must be careful,’ he thought, stepping out onto the thick ice. The further 
Noi went, the harder the snow fell, until everywhere looked the same. Noi
was lost. Then up ahead, he saw a grey shape flickering in the lamplight. 

‘Dad’s boat!’ Noi yelled.

It was his dad’s boat stuck in the ice. Noi quickly clambered aboard. 

‘Dad?’ Noi called. 

But his voice echoed. The boat was empty. Noi didn’t know what to do. As he 
curled up tight, he imagined the deep sea swirling beneath him and he 
began to feel afraid. 



Now it’s your turn to write your own version of 
this part of the narrative. Use the success criteria 
and word mat to help you. Include some speech 
and try to use speech marks.



counted safe       inside      dashed       shore Noi dragged 
boat     water’s edge    sea     frozen 

Careful     thought     stepping     ice      further      everywhere      looked 
ahead       grey       shape       flickering      lamplight    quickly      
clambered     aboard    called    voice    echoed     empty     didn’t     
know     curled tight    imagined      swirling     beneath    began     
afraid



Success Criteria

• Capital letters at the beginning of sentences and for names of people, 
places, days and months.

• Full stops at the end of sentences.

• Finger spaces between words.

• Include speech.

• Include speech marks around what is being said.

• Black –everyone must do.

• Red- trickiest challenge.



Match the beginnings of the sentences to the ends of 
the sentences.

‘I must be careful,’ 

‘Dad?’ 

‘Dad’s boat!’ 

‘Where is dad?’ 

‘Oh no! This is scary!’

Most Accessible Challenge

Noi yelled.

he thought, stepping out onto the thick ice.

said Noi shaking.

Noi called. 

Noi asked.



Thursday 16th July 2020

Year 1 English Lesson

LO: To include the plural endings ‘s’ 
and ‘es’ in a narrative.



What is a plural?

Plural means ‘more than one’.

one cat three cats

Warm Up

With some nouns you just 
add an ‘s’.



x

If the word ends with one of these 

sounds…

sh ch ss

s

x

z

…then add ‘es’ to the end of the word 

to make it plural      rash  rashes



Can you sort the words on the coins into plural and singular? 

Click on each coin to see the answer.

How many more words can you think 

of to go in the plural treasure chest?

toothbrushes

ship

tables

cakes

mouse

moles

pencilplate

housescarrot

plural singular



Then through the darkness, the boat went BUMP! It was the storm whale. 
The whole family had come to help Noi. The whales pushed their noses up 
into the ice and the cold night air. It crunched and crunched. They sang 
through the puffs of steam and spray, as the ice grew cracks. Somehow they 
knew where to go. The little boat thumped hard against the rocks.

‘Dad!’ cried Noi.

‘Noi what are you doing here’ said his dad.

‘I just had to find you,’ said Noi.

As the winter slowly turned to spring, they often spoke of that cold icy night. 
The night the fishermen had rescued dad and the storm whale had rescued 
Noi. Noi would smile because it was the night his friend came back. 

The End.



Now it’s your turn to write your own version of 
this part of the narrative. Use the success criteria 
and word mat to help you. Include plural nouns. 
They are written in red in the word mat.



through    darkness      boat     bump     storm     whale     whole      
family  come      help      Noi whales pushed      their     noses
night they    puffs steam       spray      ice        grew      cracks 
crunched      somehow    knew where    little     thumped      against      
rocks

Cried    winter      turned     slowly    spring     often     spoke    icy  
fishermen   rescued     smile      because     friend      came



Success Criteria

• Capital letters at the beginning of sentences and for names of people, 
places, days and months.

• Full stops at the end of sentences.

• Finger spaces between words.

• Include the plural ending ‘s’.

• Include the plural ending ‘s’ and ‘es’.

• Black –everyone must do.

• Red- trickiest challenge.



Fill in the gaps with the correct plural nouns.

The whales pushed their ________ up into the ice.

The _______ pushed their noses up into the ice.

There were ______ of steam. 

The ice grew _________.

The boat thumped against the ________.

rocks        noses         cracks      whales       puffs   

Most Accessible Challenge



Friday 17th July 2020

Year 1 English Lesson

LO: To write a repetitive poem.



We are going to write a poem, as if written by Noi
about missing the whale, when the whale was 
gone. Read this poem aloud first.

I miss your laugh
I miss your smile,
I haven't seen you for a while.
I miss your eyes;
I miss your jokes.
I miss when you would give me pokes.

I miss all the things we used to do.
But most of all I just miss you.



Using the template on the following slide...

Tricky- finish the sentences with the sentence endings.

Trickier- Use the word mat to fill in the gaps.

Trickiest- Use the word mat to fill in the gaps. Include 
adjectives to describe your nouns as well.



I miss your _______
I miss your ______,
I haven't seen you for a while.
I miss your ______;
I miss your _______.
I miss when _____________________.

I miss _____________________________.
But most of all I just miss you.



Sentence endings for tricky challenge.

grin
tail
you used to listen to my stories.
stroking your body.
giggle
flippers



Grin        giggle      chuckle             happy      fun

listen         stories         bath            feeding       
chatting           talking        enjoy          jokes        
stroke    feel               




